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Together.

To Get There.

The world has shifted towards a new reality for every
community and every industry.

We wanted to help our community, so we called the best of the
best. We shared the idea of curating an exhibition of virtual training
experiences and tips to help other trainers….and they all loved it!

Our community is the global professional training industry,
and people in our community have had their livelihood put at
risk due to cancelled classroom courses. Many trainers are
now concerned about their business as well as the health and
safety of their family. On top of all this, they are being
pressured to rapidly transition to virtual training with little or
no experience in this very different learning format.
At Course Conductor we believe everyone deserves the best
professional training. So everything we do is about helping
the best trainers and training vendors grow their business;
whilst navigating the continuously changing training
landscape.
We independently verify the best trainers and training
vendors in the world, which enables them to stand out from
the crowd, independently prove their quality and win more
business.

60 trusted virtual trainers, from 13 countries and a wide range of
learning disciplines have all contributed their top virtual training tips
to this exhibition. They did so with the sole purpose of helping new
virtual trainers deliver great virtual training experiences.
This is a truly wonderful example of the magic that can be created
when a community of like minded people unite to help others. So
on behalf of the Course Conductor team, and our partners, I offer
gratitude to the ‘super 60’ trusted virtual trainers.
We wish you, your family and your business good health.

Craig Kilford
Founder & CEO
CourseConductor.com
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Our belief

Everyone deserves the best
professional training.

Our clients

The best trainers and training
vendors in the world.

Our mission

Increase economic opportunities for
the best trainers and training vendors
everywhere.

Our focus

Award trusted accreditations to the
best trainers and training vendors.
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Digital Badges: A Symbol Of Truth & Trust.
We give the best trainers and training vendors the capability
to win more business, by fairly enabling them to stand out
from the crowd and prove their quality.
Our independent and robust algorithms score the data we
collect from our virtual training assessments, our interviews
with previous clients, course evaluations and verified
customer reviews.
Based on all this data, the individual trainers that score
highest are awarded with our circular digital badges, and
training vendors that score highest are awarded with our
rectangular digital badges.
This report contains insights from a wide variety of trainers,
and training vendors; most of whom have been
independently assessed by Course Conductor.

Individual Trainer: Course Conductor has
assessed the training, and / or interviewed
previous customers and analysed verified
customer feedback.

Training Vendor: Course Conductor Virtual
Training Assessor has assessed the virtual
training, interviewed previous customers
and /or analysed verified customer
feedback.

Training Vendor: Course Conductor has
interviewed previous customers, and / or
collected references and analysed verified
customer feedback within specific course
categories.
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#TRUSTEDVIRTUALTRAINING
Use It. We’ll Find You.
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Tip 1
“Teach the kind of fun and
interesting virtual class you’d
want to take.”
Sharing your slides virtually to a group of strangers
isn’t going to cut it. Students are now working
from home – across a variety of time zones where there’s even more of a temptation to surf
the internet and become distracted by work and
family.

Erika Flora (USA)
beyond20.com

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, Agile, Scrum, Cyber-Security
(CISSP), and DevOps.

It’s our job as instructors to make it a great learning
experience and to create a sense of community.
Otherwise, you’ll find that you end up ”talking to a
brick wall” and that’s no fun for anyone. Now’s a
great time to push yourself as an instructor and
take your virtual classroom to the next level.
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Tip 2
“Ask people to switch on their
cameras!”
When you conduct virtual training, ask your attendees
to switch on their cameras. It will be much easier for
you to interact with other people in virtual classroom,
because you can see all reactions.
It`s important because you can have your training
under control and feel more self-confident.

Marcin Trendel (Poland)
inprogress-training.com

Virtual Training Specialism

Agile, Project Management Best
Practices
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Tip 3
“Don’t copy & paste the physical
world to the digital world.”
Initially every (offline) trainer feels a bit of tension and
excitement when doing virtual training, especially with
a new tool or training. There are so many possibilities,
functionalities and things to manage that initially it can
feel somewhat overwhelming. Our humane tendencies
then are to fall back on what we know.

Thijs Loggen (Netherlands)
academy.capgemini.nl

Virtual Training Specialism
Design Thinking, Lean Startup,
Agile, Leading Innovation

It always gives a sense of comfort to fall back on your
routine or habit, but does it really fit the new online
way of working? Check again and look at the outcome
you want to achieve, don’t copy & paste your current
training to an online version. When you have the
outcome in mind, think of how you want to achieve
that goal and what exercises fit that purpose.
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Tip 4
“Break it up and break them out.”

When you work with learners in an online setting,
engagement is much more challenging, and so
you need to make a disproportionate effort to
create opportunities for them to engage.
Sprinkle short exercises throughout your program,
and if your tool supports breakout groups, use
small group exercises extensively to help them
interact with your core ideas, practice their skills,
and share experiences and recommendations with
one another.

Patrick Von Schlag (USA)
Deepcreekcenter.com

Virtual Training Specialism

ITIL, Agile, Project Management,
NIST
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Tip 5
“Confidence is contagious. Be
prepared for anything that can
happen with the technology and
equipment.”
Even though your participants can not see you, it
astounds me the way your demeanor translates
across the wires.

Ken Terry (USA)
iil.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Microsoft Project

If you are not comfortable with your learning
platform, practice and record yourself for self
examination and critique. If you are frustrated with the
little bugs that always happen in this technology,
stand confident and sure of yourself and that will
translate across to your participants and they will be
more confident themselves that they are in good
hands.
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Tip 6
“Have reserve solutions in
place, in case your standard
solution fails.”
Your training success depends on your skills in
presenting, but also on the medium that will
transfer the lessons. Technology has a tendency
to fail from time to time. Data networks have a
tendency to get overtaxed with traffic.
Prepare for failure events with your meeting
solution, presentation software, camera, and
sound.

Oliver F. Lehmann (Germany)
Project-business.org

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, Agile, Scrum, CyberSecurity (CISSP), and DevOps
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Tip 7
“Encourage teams to accomplish
a project they care about. Apply
Project-Based Education.”
The first time I delivered a virtual training a few years
ago, I thought I would use the same approach and
content. The first half day, it failed miserably.
During the break, I adjusted my approach. When we
restarted, I shared a few tools and techniques, and
gave them a project assignment for the end of the
day, split them in breakouts, we had a few plenary
checkpoints and a final one at the end of the day. The
feedback was great; participants felt they had
contributed; they had learned; they connected deeper
within their groups.

Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez
(Belgium)
antonionietorodriguez.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Strategy Implementation, The
Project Economy, Project
Management, Leadership,
Change Management, PMO,
Project Portfolio Management.

I realized that is the essence of successful virtual
training is "project-based education”.
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Tip 8
“Utilize breakout rooms for small
group discussions.”
Don't be afraid of breakout rooms! They allow you to
replicate the deep level of connection you get at an inperson training. In break-out rooms people have the
opportunity to discuss the topic in small groups,
exchange ideas, and hear different perspectives. Utilize
them whenever you you would use a table or partner
discussion in a live training.
To make breakout rooms effective, share a clear
question or discussion topic and tell people how long
they will have in their small group discussion. If the
group doesn't know each other, encourage them to start
with introductions.

Heather Whelpley (USA)
heatherwhelpley.com

Virtual Training Specialism

Imposter syndrome,
Perfectionism, Creating Your Own
Rules for Success.
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Tip 9
“Give quiet participants the
tools to be heard.”
In a classroom, there is a tendency for only the
extroverts to share their ideas with the group. Often
your introverted participants will be less likely to
share and often will try and hide when it comes to
participating in the training.
In a virtual environment, participants can virtually raise
their hands as well as private message you which
means that you are giving people who normally
wouldn't speak in front of the group the tools to still
contribute without singling anyone out. These people
can also write ideas in the chat box if they are shy
about speaking so you still get to hear their thoughts
and they get to stay comfortable.

Michael Roderick (USA)
smallpondenterprises.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Networking, Branding,
Messaging, and Referrals
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A Message From John Williams.
John Williams

“The Agile Business Consortium
is proud to be part of a global
community, here to support our
members in these pressing
times with a safe online
community for members to
collaborate, learn and share.

CEO
agilebusiness.org
Agile Business Consortium is
the not-for-profit professional
body for global business
agility. For 25 years our
mission has been to lead,
promote and enable business
agility worldwide.

Wherever you are on your
journey to agility, we are here to
support you”
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Tip 10
“Find new ways to bring the
introverts out of their shell to ensure
effective knowledge transfer.”
In a classroom it is easy to read the room, understand
the characters and tease involvement from those
who are less inclined to participate.

Emma Arnaz-Pemberton (UK)
wellingtone.com

In a virtual environment you are counting on learners
being forthcoming with questions when they need
help to fully understand a concept.

Virtual Training Specialism

PMO, PPM, Association for Project
Management, Microsoft Technology.

Get to know your classroom and make a mental or
physical note of those who are not engaging as much
as others. Call on them, and regularly test knowledge
using the new technology available such as white
boards, surveys and quizzes to engage them in
different ways.
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Tip 11
“Keep students engaged by
asking lots of questions and
calling on them individually.”
Anytime someone takes a class there is opportunity
for them to zone out, but with a virtual class the
instructor is competing with the entire internet! Be
creative with student engagement. Be prepared with
extra exercises, extra review questions, extra activities.

Amanda Casteel (USA)
beyond20.com

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, Agile, Scrum, Cyber-Security
(CISSP), and DevOps.

Turning your camera on will help, staring at
PowerPoint slides isn’t going to work for virtual
learners. In fact, cameras should be required for all
participants so you really have the feel of a
classroom.
Bottom line, if you want them to learn, keep them
talking, participating, and THINKING!
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Tip 12
“Be like a TV Star.”
Make eye contact - look straight into your camera,
not down at your notes. Position your camera
slightly above your face and remember to light
yourself well – avoid light straight into your face,
and from your back.
Have a good microphone. Wear clothes in neutral
colors. If possible, remain standing. Remember
your background and make it interesting, but not
distracting.

Agata Jakóbczak (Poland)
inprogress-training.com

Virtual Training Specialism
PRINCE2 Foundation and
Practitioner

Practise, practise, practise!
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Tip 13
“Focus on reactions.”
Teaching online can be challenging for the trainer,
especially when it comes to making sure your
students understand or not what you are
explaining. Eye contact which is so precious in a
classroom is difficult to get online.
Be sure that your student open their camera when
they are in the virtual classroom (make it
mandatory), and use the virtual functionalities of
the online platform to get feedback from the
student: Ask your student to use emojis to get
feedback. It will be fun and informative!

Patrick Girard (Canada)
prince2.ca

Virtual Training Specialism
Project Management
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Tip 14
“Create a virtual table where
everyone knows where they
are sitting.”
Create virtual seating and let the delegates know
where they are sitting. As delegates arrive give
everyone a 'place at the table' so that they feel that
they are sitting around a big table.
With this you can facilitate debate throughout the
virtual session so the delegates know when to talk
and when to stay silent. For example you can say
"OK, let's go around the table and get some views.
First, I want to hear from people sitting in even
numbered seats starting with 2.

Keith Richards (UK)
agilekrc.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Agile, Scrum, Kanban, SAFe,
AgileBA.

Go ahead Sandeep - what's your view? Larry, I am
coming to you next.
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Tip 15
“Keep people focused. The
technology is there to enable
connection with people, not to
get in the way.”
Virtual training can feel like it is a very different ball
game compared to physically being there with the
group. Yes, you do need to test the technology and
practice, practice, practice using the functionality
available – but most of all this is still about connecting
with people.

Ranjit Sidhu (UK)
changequest.com

Virtual Training Specialism

Change Management, Agile,
Project and Program Management.

So, don’t let the technology get in the way. Empathise
and help your group feel comfortable by showing them
how to use the functionality and establish ground rules
together. Invite them to contribute their ideas and ask
questions frequently to encourage interaction.
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Tip 16
“Chunk It.”
You don’t have as much opportunity to control the
environment as you do in a classroom because
you’re on a screen that also contains YouTube,
Snapchat, Email and who knows what else!
Carve your learning content in smaller bits. Use
visual and vocal headlines. Use visual aids but
keep the amount of letters and different images to
a minimum. A single image preferably one that is
intriguing or even bewildering for your participants
but one that will start to make sense as you talk
them through it. Trim off all the excess fat. Be
your own butcher.

Lex Van Der Helm
(Netherlands)
academy.capgemini.nl

Virtual Training Specialism
Change, Risk, Benefits, Portfolio
and Project Management
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Tip 17
“Know your audience.”
Don’t be all of a rush to get the actual training started.
In the ‘Introduction’ section at the beginning of the
training event get to understand as much as you can
about the audience on a one-to-one basis, it is worth the
time and effort here in order to establish a rapport with
each delegate.

Dennis Sheehan (UK)
Ilxgroup.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Project & Risk Management

This will support the creation of the harmonious
environment much needed in a virtual training event.
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Tip 18
“Use participants’ microphones
for better interaction.”
In case your training participants cannot turn on their
cameras for some reason, just ask them for
demonstrating their presence by keeping their
microphones unmuted each time they attend the
course. And ask them for muting the microphones only
in case they need to "leave" the session (e.g. for the
break).

Artur Mochocki (Poland)
inprogress-training.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Change Management, AgilePM,
PRINCE2, PRINCE2 Agile

Introducing such a „contract” with attendees may help
all of you in improving the level of interaction (and your
own feeling of comfort as a trainer too).
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A Message From Richard Pharro.
Richard Pharro

How we think, work and interact
with people is today more
important than ever.
The team at APMG International
are dedicated to supporting our
global training community to be
agile, resilient and competitive
during these turbulent times.

CEO
apmg-international.com
APMG International is the most
reputable global accreditation
and examination institute. We
accredit organizations to deliver
training courses and consultancy
services for a broad range of
professional certification
schemes.
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Tip 19

Tip 20

“The heart, the mind and shine of
the eyes.”

“Meaningful interactions every 7
minutes”

Training is effective when you can reach the heart and mind
of people, and see their eyes shine.

It is very easy for students to "tab” over to a different
websites or applications when bored. We set up our online
programs to ask for a response from all participants at least
every 7 minutes. This could be responding in the chat
feature to having a 5 minute group exercise in a break out
room.

So maintain a visual connection with learners, by using a
virtual whiteboard, writing on the slides and to have a
constant visual return of how the delegates experience your
training.
It is important to stimulate the interaction with learners, by
posing frequent questions and asking for feedback.

As Trainers, this encourages us to create engaging
interactive exercises. We even have our participants use
their smart phone to respond to exercises. That helps them
get their smart phone "fix".

Marco Re (Italy)
pmmaratona.com

Thomas Auld (USA)
AuldConsultingLLC.com

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, PRINCE2, AgilePM, Scrum, MSP

Virtual Training Specialism
Product Development
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Tip 21
“Tone, Tone, Tone.”
Craig asked me to provide a virtual training tip.
I thought, make it interesting, vary your tone,
keep participants involved…but that’s too
obvious.
Then today my eldest daughter sent me a
message with a video of a course she is
currently studying. Her description sums it up
"Even the lecturer sounds bored ". So her tip to
you is "don't sound like you are slowly slipping
into a coma".

Stephen Jenner (UK)
portfoliosoutions.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Portfolio Management, Benefits
Management

She made the point better than I could.
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Tip 22
“Find a way to get feedback
and encouragement from your
audience. Otherwise, it will feel
like you're talking to a brick
wall.”
I like attendees to keep their webcams on. I pose
regular questions and ask them to respond with
thumbs up or vigorous head nods. I tell them they
need to be a bit more animated than usual
because nuances are lost when they've been
shrunk to the size of a postage stamp.

Dave Birss (UK)
davebirss.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Creativity, innovation and developing
competitive advantage.

This isn't just about telling people what you know,
it's about helping them learn what they need.
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Tip 23
“Make your training engaging
by having people interact with
each other in groups.”
Make the virtual training interesting and engaging
by using software tools that allow for breakout
rooms and by using virtual whiteboards on which
groups can create results together - just like you
would in a classroom using flipcharts or
whiteboards.

Antje Lehmann-Benz
(Germany)

Virtual Training Specialism
Project Management

antjelehmann.com
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Tip 24
“Get everyone grounded and
present.”
Always do a formal check-in, never allow your
online meeting to start without one. Always end
with a check-out.
Always begin and end formally.

Daniel Mezick (USA)
DanielMezick.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Agile, Scrum, Executive & Agile
Coaching.
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Tip 25
“Make your virtual
presentations interactive.”
Many people require interactive learning to be
effective. This is much more difficult in a virtual
setting, but not impossible. Exercises designed
to have them think about something you are
trying to convey so that they are not just in
listening mode is important.
These can take one of many forms including
virtual breakout rooms and discuss the
exercise with each other, as well as exercises
for people to work on between sessions.

Al Shalloway (USA)

disciplinedagileconsortium.org

Virtual Training Specialism
Agile at Scale, ATDD, Portfolio
Management, Product
Management, Kanban, Lean
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Tip 26
“Prepare, Practice, Perform to
enable People engagement,
energy, and excellence.”
Preparedness is exponentially more important with
virtual training. This includes not only the content but
also the technology and how the participant
interaction will occur. Set clear expectations for the
participants for technology connection and make time
to validate this at the beginning (or prior).
Enable and facilitate the people connection. This
takes preparation for the opening/ice breaker, team
engagement norms, balance of presentation and
workshops, and use of various online tools (chat,
voice, breakout rooms, whiteboard, docs, etc.). Once
prepared, the next step is Practice, Practice, Practice.

Beth Ouellette (USA)
ouellettegroup.com

Virtual Training Specialism

Project, Program, Portfolio
Management. Agile (General,
SCRUM, SAFe, Lean), Disciplined
Agile, Business Analysis, Data
Management and Governance.

Once Practice is done, then it is time to Perform.
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Tip 27
“Keep your concepts short,
sharp and crystal clear.”

When you are teaching a virtual class you should
make extremely clear what are the key messages
that the participants should remember. Keep the
messages short and sharp.

Luca Gambetti (Italy)
imlearning.it

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL®, AgilePM®, Scrum.

Do not be afraid to repeat the same message
many times; consider that often our brains need
seven or eight repetitions of the same concept to
memorise it.
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Tip 28
“Be clear about interaction and
privacy.”
Make clear agreements at the start of the virtual
training session about how all of the learners will
interact with each other.
Remember to take care of privacy. To help with
this you can use some of the icons and
functionality such as no recording icons, turn off
background, privacy badges.

Ton Van Lieshout
(Netherlands)

academy.capgemini.nl

Virtual Training Specialism
Service Management, Business
Process Management
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Tip 29
“Developing your people
engagement skills is always first,
but don't forget the technology
and equipment.”
Engaging your audience online is the most important
skill in teaching a virtual class.
Invest in the right equipment. Get a great headset
with microphone, a solid network connection
(hardwired to your router for maximum speed and to
reduce buffering), and a good virtual platform that
allows for voice, chat, whiteboards, sharing desktops,
breakout rooms, file sharing, web-linking and other
tools you might want to use.

Ed Lively (USA)
iil.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Project Management, Microsoft
Project, Leadership, Negotiation,
Conflict Resolution, Presentation,
Relationship Building Skills

Practice until your performance is flawless.
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Tip 30
“They’re signed up, they’re
logged in! …but how do you
keep them engaged?”
It’s virtual; people need (more) regular breaks. A 5-10minute break every hour at the “top of the hour” is best.
Use a count-down timer on the screen showing the
break time left. When time is up, announce you are
restarting, asking everyone to “raise their hand”
(virtually) providing an indication of retention.
At 10-15 minute intervals, quickly check the “chat”
window. Were questions raised you didn’t see? If so,
take this time to answer! Not as interactive as a
traditional classroom, but learners quickly get used to
the rhythm and appreciate your responses.

Russ McDowell (Canada)
russona.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Project & Programme
Management
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Tip 31
“Video, whiteboards, polling and
smiling.”
I try to keep in-person and virtual as close as
possible. For example, I stand up and move
around just like I would in person. I achieve that
by having an office designed for conducting
virtual sessions. I have a standup desk, a great
microphone, and video camera.

Dimitri Ponomareff (USA)
kanbanzone.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Kanban.

I also pause often to check on the audience
regularly to make sure they have time to respond
to the information and participate as often as
possible.
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Tip 32

Tip 33

“Name first helps.”

“Engagement is everything.
Design for success.”

Ask questions with name first to help people in case
they zoned out. As an example, set Susan up for
success by asking:
‘Susan, I 'd like to get your comments. That was a great
presentation on this years budget along with the key
risks, what do you think?"
We're all only human. Be kind. Help each other have
more ok days.

The effectiveness of all training depends on the level
of engagement, so quick tips:
B - Blended and shorter sessions (enable different
styles and space for reflection)
E - Energy boosters for learning resilience (fun breaks,
videos, chats, movement!)
S - Smaller groups (enable discussion, judgement and
attitude development)
T - Terms of engagement (facilitate everyone's
contribution)

Brendan Martin (UK)
brendanmartin.com

Simon Philips (UK)
thechangemakergroup.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Mop/P2/P2 Agile/ Managing
Benefits/ Change Management

Virtual Training Specialism
Change mindset and skillset. Leadership.
Resilience. Team development. Strategic
workshops.
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Tip 34
“Use different approaches to
keep the sessions interactive
and interesting otherwise, they
may well nod off.”
It's very easy to keep talking, but remember to ask
questions and check understanding on a regular
basis, just as you would if it were a face-to-face
classroom scenario.
For small groups ask people to un-mute and ask
questions. For bigger groups, this may not be
appropriate but most tools have a chat function so
use this to encourage people to keep the
interaction going especially if you cannot see their
faces on video or have a large number of
participants. Regularly check chat, answering a
question posted 10 minutes ago is a bit
embarrassing.

Steve Laweless (UK)
purplegriffon.com

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, ITAM, PRINCE, Artificial
Intelligence, Agile, LEAN, SIAM,
VeriSM
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Tip 35
“Focus on personal connection.”
Remember, that teaching people is being in
connection with them. Before the training session,
send to your participants information that you
prefer to work with camera-on trainees.
At the beginning tell them about you, what you do,
and what’s your hobby. Ask people same
questions as well.

Rafał Czarny (Poland)
inprogress-training.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Change Management, Project
Management.

Not everyone leaves the computer during breaks,
so talk to the ones that stay. Ask them how they
are getting on, how they are learning and what’s
working well.
Don’t forget to keep smiling and tell a joke from
time to time!
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Tip 36
“That’s a negative Ghost-Rider”
Pick your call-sign for
supportive sharing.”
In the virtual environment we may be deprived of
visual cues, and we may also be deliberately rationing
voice contributions. In absence of these cues, we
need new tools to support participation from
delegates making different behavioural choices.

Mike Saville (UK)
Ilxgroup.com

Virtual Training Specialism

Project & Programme Management

I suggest that delegates improvise a personal callsign. When else can you be addressed as Maverick
for the day?! It’s harmless and it’s fun but the origin of
this approach was enabling members of a unit to
present a distinctive voice in a situation where
colleagues may not be physically present. It supports
engagement and builds confidence.
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Tip 37
“Understand individuals different
needs and modify what, how and
when materials are delivered and
interactions take place.”
Use a mix of styles because there are multiple
perspectives to consider such as learning styles and
personality.
Some people will be reserved and you will need to
actively engage with them whereas some will be
assertive and you may need to contain their
contribution. Some people will be excited by ideas and
the big picture, others by the detail so both directions
are required. Test and adapt. Ask them for their
preferences at the start.

Donnie MacNicol (UK)
teamanimation.co.uk

Virtual Training Specialism

Project Leadership, Programme
Leadership, Team Performance,
Complex Programme Strategy
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Tip 38
“Keep the energy high, make it
casual and easy at both ends.”
Use a good mix of graphics, drawings, with less
text and bullet points. Every slide needs to be
different to stick to the minds of the students.
Get the best video and collaboration tools like
zoom and nureva. I use both the tools to make it
interactive for the delegates to perform activities,
answer polls and breakout sessions.

Mohammed Rowther (UK)
efficientagile.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Agile Scrum, Scrum at scale and
Behaviour Driven Developments.

Use a physical board at times to show a few flip
charts and for that you need to have a good HD
zoom webcam.
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Tip 39
“Learn to use the tool and focus
on the students.”

During virtual training, silence "sounds" louder than in a
classroom face to face. The key is to keep users active
through personal involvement in the virtual class.
Do not limit yourself to presentations, use mixed
techniques in the training (conversation, discussion,
quiz). Managing the discussion is a big challenge for
"virtual" trainer. Focus on participants not on the
classroom tool. You need to master the tool before, not
during the training!

Andrzej Bartkowiak (Poland)
b-option.eu

Virtual Training Specialism

Service Integration &
Management (SIAM), ISO20000,
ISO 27001, ISO 22301 ,AGILE
SCRUM, VERISM
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Tip 40
“Share your stories, not just
content.”
Sitting in a training course with a facilitator who
just reads the slides without adding real world
context is a drag under the best of circumstances
– that’s doubly true with virtual training.
One of the keys to creating a great virtual training
experience is making sure you have lots of stories
to tell to keep learners engaged and make the
concepts “sticky”. Without real world anecdotes,
you’ll quickly start to sound like the teacher from
Charlie Brown!

Brian Flora (USA)
beyond20.com

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, Agile, Scrum, Cyber-Security
(CISSP), and DevOps
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Tip 41
“Always keep people engaged.”
Keeping people engaged is extremely
important in any teaching environment. But
when it is taking place online the instructor
needs to be enthusiastic, remember to
engage with the attendees by
asking them questions and don’t fall into the
PowerPoint-world only trap.

David Hazlewood (Australia)
tannerjames.com.au.

Virtual Training Specialism

Project Management, Programme
Management, Agile, Agile Project
Management, PRINCE2

Use the opportunity to share information. This
is much easier with technology for example
with share documents, digital whiteboards,
and video clips.
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Tip 42
“Laws of Murphy and O’Toole.”
We all know Murphy's Law, and don't forget
O'Toole's Law: Murphy was an optimist.
Be prepared!
Enter your virtual training environment 1 hour
early and check your connection and audio.

Keith Wilson (USA)
iil.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Agile, Project Management

Even though everything worked fine
yesterday that is not a guarantee it will work
today.
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Tip 43
“Learn to use the tool before
training to focus on students.”
When students have their cameras turned off, care
should be taken whether they are present and
attentive during the training, questions, anecdotes,
special mistakes help to keep attention.
I currently run the Prince2 Agile Foundation and
Practitioner course. I collect feedback after each day
and ask my students for “3 C’s”... At first they don’t
know what the 3 C’s are, so I tell them ”Comments,
Complaints, Compliments to your trainer”.
It is important to channel emotions that are normally
expressed through body language.

Krzysztof Politowicz (Poland)
bei.org.pl

Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, SIAM, Lean IT, VeriSM,
DevOps, Project Management,
Risk, Portfolio Management,
Togaf, Agile, Blockchain
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Tip 44
“Don't be afraid to try different
things - it's cool if you mess
up.”
Build in polls, breakout sessions, use whiteboards, ask
people to draw on screen, unmute people (yes, allow
people to speak), annotate, add some extra fun
activities in.
Don't be afraid to laugh at yourself as you use all of
these tools - you will mess up, you will delete all
annotations (accidentally, of course), you will lock
people in breakout sessions - it's all cool - make a
joke out of it. I guarantee it will make the experience
more enjoyable!

Ian Clarkson (UK)
qa.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Portfolio Management, Benefits
Management
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Tip 45
“Keep in touch with everyone
by using a game.”
Inspired by the planning poker of scrum, when I run the
classroom courses I provide cards with the letters A B C
and D necessary to answer the questions at the end of
each topic. Everyone answers independently by putting
the card that corresponds to the answer covered in front
of them.
For virtual courses, I ask everyone to prepare their own
cards and raise them in front of the camera, only at my
request.

Alessandra Carlevaro (Italy)
imlearning.it

Virtual Training Specialism
TIL®, COBIT®, PRINCE2®, P3O®,
AgilePM®, SCRUM, Software testing,
(ISTQB®), GTD®

In this way, the playful aspect is maintained and also the
competition. Everyone must participate!
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Tip 46
“Connect Students With Each
Other.”
A certain magic happens in a classroom when
learners connect with each other. Those
connections are all the more important in a virtual
setting where students cannot learn with each
other in-person. A trainer needs to go the extra
mile to make it easy for students to get to know
each other.

David Crouch (USA)
beyond20.com

Virtual Training Specialism

ITIL, Agile, Scrum, Cyber-Security
(CISSP), and DevOps

The more learners connect with each other, the
more engaging the virtual experience will be, and
the better students will retain the material.
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Tip 47

Tip 48

“Microstructure your training
and make engagement with
content easier.”

“It’s all about the connections..”

Attention spans are very different in a virtual setting.
Whatever length you're accustomed to in-person,
make it shorter, and more interactive.
Make use of virtual breakout rooms and form smaller
groups. Folks learn from each other as much as they
learn from you, if not more. Be more deliberate about
using microstructures. Liberating Structures is a great
resource to pick and sequence them.

Connect people to each other and what they already
know, teach the concepts in interactive/fun ways, give
them a chance to practice and land it with how they
will use it in their world.
Bottom line is it’s all about keeping it interactive,
changing things up often to keep your virtual audience
engaged. Play games together. Connect people,
share stories and tips on what works for them.
Technology can be your friend, use break out rooms
and find different technologies to help people stay
connected.

Ahmed Avais (USA)
agile-7.com.com

Jolene Jangles (USA)
balancedagility.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Organizational Change, Complex Adaptive
Systems, Facilitative Leadership.

Virtual Training Specialism
IC Agile Trainer, Training from the BACK of the
Room Certified Trainer, Dare to Lead Certified
Facilitator
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Tip 49
“Shared whiteboards allow
parallel working and new
synergies.”
Show attendees how to use the whiteboard tool
then get them working simultaneously.
Many tools only update everyone when the user
hits enter and most folk start top-left so advise
"Type your Name. Hit enter so we know where
your entering content, relocate if necessary then
make your point.

Simon Harris (UK)

learn.logicalmodel.net

Virtual Training Specialism
Portfolio Program Project and
PMO.
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Tip 50
“Chatting & Breakout Rooms.”
Participants tend to get distracted easier in virtual
training, so two important ways to maintain levels
include:
Chat sessions: Running chat sessions in parallel with the
training works very well. Make your participants feel
comfortable with posting queries, observations and
thoughts within the chat facility as a running
commentary. Doing so can be very powerful for
enhancing interaction in real time.
Break out sessions & Virtual Rooms: This enables
participants to have more intensive interactions and
produce solutions together. Breaking up a large
problem into manageable pieces and assigning each
piece to a group of 2-4 people works very well.

S Ramani (India)
grt-consulting.com

Virtual Training Specialism

Project, Program, Portfolio
Management, Change
management, Agile, PM Maturity
development
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Tip 51
“Use the text feed to ask
questions.”
Virtual training can sometimes feel as if you
are broadcasting into a lifeless ether.
Encourage people to ask questions on the text
feed as you we’re talking. Doing this saves
them interrupting the trainer in full majestic
flow, it’s also useful for the trainer because it
provides a nugget of feedback that people are
listening.
And make sure you get a good headset to
ensure sound quality enabling hands free to
desperately scramble around for notes while
you talk!

Ray Mead (UK)
p3m.global

Virtual Training Specialism
Project, Programme & Portfolio
Management.
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Tip 52
“Where you have exercises in a
workbook, put the exercise
detail on your slide.”
With classroom materials, we often just have a slide
indicator ‘Exercise’, and the detail is in the delegate
workbook. This is still true for virtual delegates who
will have the workbook, but put the detail of the
exercise on a slide, so you can prompt the virtual
group.

Andy West (UK)
Ilxgroup.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Project & Change Management

Leave the slide up during the exercise time as a
reminder.
And if you have sample answers, add those to the
slide. Once you’ve heard from your delegates with
their input, you can share ‘one we created earlier’. This
works especially well if there is a right answer!
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Tip 53

Tip 54

“Keep it simple and practical
with technology.”

“Prepare your physical space too.”

Keep it simple and practical with technology. No need
to start by buying expensive virtual classroom
equipment. Start with easy to use tools you may
already be using (e.g. Skype), experiment, see what
you can and cannot do with them, inspect and adapt.
Keeping your students engaged in dialogue, having fun
and knowledge sharing is much more important than
using the most fancy technology.

When preparing for your training consider the space
and environment around you not just the technology.
Consider the background behind you cover or remove
anything that could be distracting A clear wall is best.
Again think of the light source. Generally it is best if
the light source comes from behind the screen and
close the blinds so the light is not reflecting on my
head. Think about seating and standing positions and
how you will transition if you want to do both. You will
feel more confident if you sort your environment out
first.

Stefan Ondek (Slovakia)
potifob.com

Jane Owen (UK)
howdoyoudoit.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Project, Programme, Portfolio &
Change Management.

Virtual Training Specialism
Working parents transition programmes
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Tip 55
“Focus on encouragement
and participation.”
This is NOT on-line or virtual learning, it is
classroom training over the internet.
Therefore, when providing these sessions,
although you may not see them, remember there
are learners at the other end and avoid simply
talking at them. Identify ways of encouraging
participants to provide regular feedback using chat
facilities and questioning techniques.

Rajiv Khanna (UK)
rkassociatesltd.co.uk

Virtual Training Specialism
Project & Change Management

Finally, ensure you take breaks at regular intervals.
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Tip 56
“It's not just your content, cocreate with your attendees.”
Don't rush to the content. It is so tempting with virtual
training to get started with a "presentation" but virtual
training is two-way.
Get to know your audience, just as you would during the
introductions in a classroom. Create some poll questions
to find out what they already know, rank the things they
want to learn, open a discussion on things they are most
worried about so you can reassure them.

Melanie Franklin (Spain)

agilechangemanagement.co.uk

Virtual Training Specialism
Change Management

Show you are listening by taking your slides from
presentation mode and typing up the answers as you
hear them, so everyone can see the slide build up with
their content, so they become part of the course.
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Tip 57
“The power of listening for
understanding.”
Can you say you truly listen? With any training but
especially virtual training it’s a very important skill.
We need to be aware of what our audience is hearing
and feeling. Remember to ask those key questions and
communicate to share ideas, doing so will ensure we
create the best learning environment together.

Sarah Hills (UK)
spoce.co.uk

Virtual Training Specialism
Project, Programme, Portfolio &
Change Management.
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Tip 58

Tip 59

“Focus on the interactions and
feedback.”

“Involve them and help them
relax.”

The most important thing is not the tool. It is the
relationship that is developed between the learner and
instructor by making the class interactive and fun.

Pay attention to what the participants say, pick from it
and be spontaneous to come up with a jovial
comments. It’s important that you allow the
participants to talk and create a very interactive
environment.
A training delivery is not an academic lecture delivery.
The more you involve the participants, the more
successful you’re training will be.

Patricia Fridmen (Argentina)
comunit.com.ar
Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL.

Ayilur Ramnath (India)
ayilur.com
Virtual Training Specialism
ITIL, COBIT, ISO 27001, CISA, CISM, CRISC,
CGEIT, VeriSM, PRINCE2, PRINCE2 Agile,
Agile Scrum Master, Sarbanes Oxley (SOx).
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Tip 60
“Be creative and think of ways to
use simple and safe interactive
tools to keep your audience
engaged and participating.”
Be creative and think of ways to keep your audience
engaged and participating. Use interactive tools that
provide features to create the space for users to feel
safe, fully immersed and collaborative. Make sure the
tool is intuitive and easy to use. Incorporate the
teaching of your tool into each topic.
For example, during the discussion of class logistics,
you could have users “agree” or “disagree” and type in
the chat box why they chose their answer.

Nicole Coyle (USA)

Courseconductor.com

Virtual Training Specialism
Business Agility, Agile Marketing,
Agile UX, Scrum, Kanban, Agile
Readiness, SAFe, Modeling Agile
Principles, Brave Leadership,
Agile Planning and Work
Management Tools, Remote
Agile Coaching, and Virtual
Training.

This simple sequence introduces both the program
content and teaches how to use the status indicators
and chat. Most of all, have fun!
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Our Partners Support Training Professionals.
Agile Business Consortium is the not-forprofit professional body for global business
agility. For 25 years our mission has been to
lead, promote and enable business agility
worldwide.

ITpreneurs is the leading provider of IT
training content and services worldwide. We
offer training providers a whole new way to
run their business: high impact, low barrier.

APMG International is the most reputable
global accreditation and examination institute.
We accredit organizations to deliver training
courses and consultancy services for a broad
range of professional certification schemes.

EXIN is a leading independent exam- and
certification institute, having certified millions of
professionals in the digital domain. EXIN has over
1000 accredited partners in more than 165
countries worldwide. EXIN enables digital
transformation by assessing and validating
competences.

TSO is the official publisher for AXELOS and
produces all guidance for AXELOS
Certifications including ITIL 4, PRINCE2,
PRINCE2 Agile, AgileSHIFT and beyond.
Available in PDF, online, App and print
formats.

AXELOS is responsible for developing,
enhancing and promoting best practice
methodologies used globally including ITIL®,
PRINCE2® and PRINCE2 Agile®..
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